The Dangerous Sea is a Viking themed board game in which you race to be the first to hold 5 magic Rune Stones. You’ll sail a dangerous and mysterious ocean, discovering islands and battling your friends, on your way to victory.

Key features:

- **The ocean is revealed as you play** by drawing random tiles, resulting in a unique board every game!
- **Choose your strategy!** Will you be a lightly crewed ship, zipping around the board snatching up Rune Stones? Or will your ship bristle with warriors and take Rune Stones by force?
- **Beware the wrath of the sea!** It can conjure storms without warning, or even malevolent ghosts to attack those who dare these waters!
- **Discover six different kinds of islands!** Some will help, and some will hurt. Be careful where you sail.
- **Manage your resources carefully.** Any crew needs to eat and drink; keep them fed, but don’t weigh yourself down with too much cargo.
- **Keep an eye on the seasons!** Look for new resources in Spring, watch out for an extra vengeful sea in Winter!
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